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The November 1990 issue of Performance 
Evaluation Review included a number of articles 
and opinions on the merits of commercial bench- 
mark suites. In the spirit of continuing this dis- 
cussion, we present here a brief introduction to 
the WPI Benchmark Suite. 

The Worcester Polytechnic Institute Mach Re- 
search Group has developed a set of benchmarks 
designed to evaluate the performance of Unix- 
like operating systems. This series of C pro- 
grams is designed to compare BSD Unix, System 
V.4 Unix, Mach 2.5, Mach 3.0 and OSF/1 run- 
ning on the same hardware platform. This con- 
cept of comparing operating system performance 
differs from the intent of most other available 
benchmarking programs and commercial suites. 
Many benchmarks ([SPE90], [CUR76], [DON87], 
[SMI90], and [WEI84]) emphasize CPU inten- 
sive applications because their objective is to use 
these measurement tools to quantify hardware 
computational speed. Because our focus was as- 
sessing the performance implications of the Mach 
operating system design, we surveyed published 
Mach-specific benchmarks ([BLA89], [FOR89], 
[GOL90], and [TEV87]) and found that these 
performance studies were predominantly low- 
level tests which repeatedly exercised a single 
system call or system service. 

The design philosophy of our benchmark de- 
velopment was to have a two-tiered set of pro- 
grams which is identical to what Ponder [PON91] 
calls synthetic and diagnostic benchmarks. The 
major programs are high-level synthetic bench- 
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marks designed to reflect the usage of operating 
system services found in user application pro- 
grams, and the low-level benchmarks consist of 
individual system functions which can be used 
to isolate and identify specific weaknesses in op- 
erating system designs. This article discusses 
only the application level programs in the WPI 
Benchmark Suite. 

Synthetic programs have a number of advan- 
tages for comparing operating system behavior 
on a variety of platforms. In synthetic bench- 
marks, the mix of system calls can be precisely 
controlled. Furthermore, the programs can be 
parameterized, allowing longer runs and larger 
data sets when the benchmarks are run on large- 
scale systems. With a suite of synthetic pro- 
grams, it is possible to collectively cover the 
range of standard system services. Most impor- 
tantly to our objectives, synthetic benchmarks 
simplify the task of porting the suite to vari- 
ous versions of Unix. In this first version of 
the WPI Benchmarks, specific Mach system calls 
are avoided and the timing mechanisms were de- 
signed to adjust to variations in Unix systems. 

The following is a brief explanation of the six 
programs in the WPI Benchmark Suite. The five 
programs with an S prefix are truly synthetic 
programs, while Jigsaw is a test program de- 
signed to utilize specific system services. A more 
detMled discussion of the methodology used to 
create the synthetic programs can be found in 
[FIN90]. 
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1 Scomp 

This program creates a mix of Unix system calls 
which are designed to mimic system resource us- 
age of gcc compiling gcc. Data  was collected 
by using gprof to monitor the procedure calls 
used when gcc compiles itself. From the proce- 
dure call information, Scomp was synthesized to 
recreate the structure of gcc to some extent and 
to issue Unix system calls in a pat tern similar to 
gcc. 

2 Sdbase 

This client-server database benchmark uses 
T C P / I P  sockets to communicate between a sin- 
gle server and multiple clients. The system is 
composed of a concurrent database server, a 
number of client processes, a database genera- 
tion program, a large database file and programs 
to analyze server and clients. 

The requested services include reading a ran- 
dom record from the database, modifying a 
record and appending new records. The client 
activity is based on a job mix discussed in Byte 
Magazine [SMI90]. 

5 SXipc 

SXipc emulates network traffic between an X 
server and a set of X clients. Utilizing eight 
different X client types measured by Droms 
[DR090], SXipc is a script-driven program which 
allows for a large number of local and remote 
clients in combination to issue requests to the X 
server. This program currently characterizes the 
communication behavior of X. Efforts to include 
the I /O activity associated with X windows or 
to incorporate the CPU activity of servicing win- 
dow requests are not included in this benchmark. 

6 Jigsaw 

Jigsaw solves a mathematical  model of a jigsaw 
puzzle [GRE86] where the four sides of a puzzle 
tile have a recognizable relation with the sides of 
neighbor tiles in the solved puzzle. The bench- 
mark builds a puzzle, scrambles tiles, and records 
the time required to solve the jumbled puzzle. 
Puzzle size is variable. With tile sizes of 1 or 4 
kbytes; this benchmark is targeted at studying 
memory allocation and paging behavior. 

3 S d u m p  

Modelled after the Unix dump program, this 
benchmark reads a set of one Mbyte files from 
a directory representing a file system and trans- 
fers the data  to a process emulating a tape de- 
vice. The transport  of the data from the reading 
process to the writing process is done via Unix 
pipes. The writing process can either dump the 
merged file to a null device or to disk. The num- 
ber of files dumped is a run-time parameter.  

4 Sftp 

By emulating an FTP  transfer, Sftp is designed 
to show transmission rate performance for vari- 
ous buffer sizes. The host machine participating 
in the T C P / I P  transfer runs a server background 
task which responds to remote client requests for 
file transfers. 

The WPI  Benchmarks are in the public do- 
main, and are available by sending e-mail to 
mach@cs.wpi.edu. We welcome your comments 
on the benchmarks. 
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